Around the World in 80 Days

For a television programme, Around the World in 80 Days, Michael Palin, with a film crew, attempted to retrace the route Phileas Fogg had taken 115 years earlier. The following are some extracts from Michael Palin’s diary.

Day 16
10 October

Woken from a five-hour sleep by the sound of a telephone at my bedside. Good news and bad news. The good news is that we have secured a dhow to take us to Bombay. The bad news is that it leaves at dawn tomorrow. No time for recovery before a six-day voyage on an open boat. On the other hand the sooner we move on the better. I must not forget that Phileas Fogg, aboard the Mongolia all the way, reached Bombay in eighteen days.

Walk out onto the quayside. My first sight of a dhow. Only nostalgic, crossword-loving Western romantics still call them dhows. To the locals they are ‘launches’ or ‘coastal vessels’. They are wooden, built to a traditional design resembling in shape a slice of melon, with a high stern on which sits the wheelhouse, a draught of 15 or 20 feet, and a length of about 60 feet. There seems to be no shortage of them in Dubai. There are twenty or thirty lined up in this inlet of the river they call The Creek. One is loading crates of ‘Tiger’s Head’ brand flashlights, made in China, ‘Coast’ full-cream milk powder, boxes of Tide washing powder, ‘White Elephant’ dry battery cells, Sanyo radios and a twin-tub washing machine. Its destination is Berber in Somalia.

Every one of the dhows is like a floating small business, and generally run by family and friends, though owned, as likely as not, by some shrewd import–exporter in a stretch Mercedes. They present quite a different dockside ambience from any I’ve experienced so far. Instead of cranes and gantries and hard-hats and bulk loads and lorries, operating behind guardposts and fences, the dhows are serviced, right in the centre of town, by small pick-up trucks, trolleys and men’s backs. People bustle around, scrambling over the boats like ants, arranging, moving, heaving and hoisting the cargo. The reason for the great activity at the moment is that these are some of the first boats out after the monsoon season from May to August, during which the dhows are laid up because of storms.

In the afternoon we are taken by Kamis, an agent for the port and customs department, to see the boat that will be our home for the next week. The M.V. Al Sharma (meaning ‘Candlelight’) is a trim, freshly-painted ship, and her Captain, Hassan Suleyman, bounds across the deckful of date sacks to welcome us. He smiles broadly and constantly, especially when giving us bad news, so it is a moment before it sinks in that he is telling us he will not be leaving tomorrow, but the next day, Wednesday, 12 October. Day 18.

All the time made up on the hectic scramble from Jeddah is suddenly lost again, but there is nothing we can do. Clem disappears to have words with the owners, Nigel and the other Passepartouts [the film crew] to the other end of the quay to film. I’m left with the taxi drivers. One nods towards the Al Sharma. ‘You go on that?’ He clearly can’t believe it. The other joins in. ‘These boats no restaurant!’ He shakes his head vigorously, mistaking my smile for disbelief. ‘No clean, nowhere sleep!’ Now they both shake their heads, like witches. ‘It will be six, seven days, you know. Terrible... Terrible! Three days on a dhow, fifteen in hospital!’

Day 19
13 October

All is pretty quiet aboard the Al Sharma this morning, the crew lie curled up on various parts of the deck, sleeping off the night’s activity. Al Mamoun of course, is awake, already making chapatis and brewing tea. A small rattan mat of many colours is produced for us, and our breakfast of omelette, chapati, jam and fresh oranges laid out on it.

As we’re eating the sea around us turns leaden and heavy. We’re passing through the thick, viscous smear of an oil slick. It extends for several miles, and is so obscene it silences us all. Osman being flat on his back against a sack of pistachio nuts, Mahomet has taken his role as our guardian. Mahomet, waf-fer-thin and with a crop of curly black hair, is the father of Anwar, the cabin boy, and brother of the captain. He speaks more English than most because he worked for a while as an international seaman.

Day 24
18 October

An air of anti-climax hangs over the boat. The elation of the first few days has been replaced by impatience and now resignation. At one time on the dhow I wanted time to stand still; now that it is, I just feel frustrated.
Our speed has been cut to 4 knots, a pervasive odour of fish hangs over the boat, for most of yesterday’s catch is being dried for the return voyage... As I’m not eating I feel my energy reserves dwindling. Nowhere on the boat is comfortable any more. The clear bright skies are gone and it’s cloudier, humid and very still. Even the weather seems to be waiting for something to happen.

Our seventh and last night on the dhow should be celebrated but, as the Al Sharma turns in endless circles, wasting time, Passepartout [the film crew] and I are subdued and quite soon get our heads down, taking refuge in the world of personal stereo whilst the crew sit round in groups, talking, for most of the night. There’s an end of term feeling aboard, and I feel that our inertia must be something of a disappointment to them.

Day 25
19 October

At about 10 o’clock we are opposite the port, but as the dhow cannot go alongside until customs and immigration have come aboard, the crew prepare to weigh anchor. This procedure, like raising the sail, involves all hands – old men and boys, side by side, releasing the anchor and lowering it into the murky water. Scavenging crows board the ship, followed by three well-built customs men in dark glasses.

So the time comes to say goodbye to the people in whose hands we have entrusted our lives for the last week. It’s been a unique relationship, for I can’t imagine any other circumstances in which we would have become so close so quickly to people like this, and of course it’s hard to come to terms with the fact that it must end so peremptorily. But I clutch a batch of addresses and Kasim clutches me and I climb down the rope ladder to waves and smiles and ‘Goodbye Mi-kels!’ Then my launch speeds me to the quayside and I know I shall never see them again and I shall miss them.